ABSTRACT
This article discusses the factors that determine the structure of the sport of tennis based on the theories of motor action. It outlines a framework of tennis by reviewing the major theoretical contributions published and by identifying the most unique and specific elements of the game that every coach or athletic trainer needs to know when teaching the tennis concepts or planning and optimizing its training.

INTRODUCTION
In the field of tennis teaching, coaches, physical trainers and other members of the multidisciplinary team should have a more or less broad epistemological knowledge of the factors that shape the structural uniqueness of the game of tennis.

In the present article we intend to approach the functional structure and the determinants of the game of tennis through the concept of internal logic, introduced in 1981 by Pierre Parlebas in its theoretical postulate on motor praxeology. This discipline, in the words of Lagardera (1994, p.23) tries to “explain the nature of the motor actions of games and sports, classify them, establish taxonomies and expose their internal logic”. The internal logic, self Parlebas (1981, p.302) himself defined internal logic as: “the system of features that are relevant to a motor situation and the praxeal consequences that this system results in the game action ”. We would say that the internal logic of tennis determines the phenomena, behaviours, and relationships that emerge from the very essence of the game and set up their motor action. The game action or motor action, can be defined as the perceptual processes, cognitive and lastly motoric that occur specifically in a sport enabling the cycle: perception (see the ball), decision (what to do with the ball) and execution (how I hit the ball).

 REVIEW
The model proposed by Parlebas, has been very recognised and developed in the field of physical education by authors such as Lagardera (1994; 2003) or Lavega (2003). Also, other noteworthy contributions are those of Hernandez-Moreno (1994; 1995; 2000) in the area of sports initiation and it has been applied to a variety of sports such as futsal (Hernandez-Moreno, 2001), soccer (Marques, 2017), volleyball (Fotia, 2012), handball (Friedrich and Fagundes, 2020) or basketball (Sautu et al., 2009).

In the tennis context, Crespo (1990) presented a proposal of a functional structuring of the game, largely based on the model from Hernandez-Moreno (1987) which included in its categorisation the following parameters: space, time, rules, motor communication, motor strategy, technique and materials.

In our proposal we will focus on the structural constants classified by Parlebas (1981), and subsequently by Lagardera (1994): participants, space, time, implement and mobile. We consider the following elements: motor communication, motor strategy and technique mentioned by Crespo (1990) as inherent to the game action or the functional structure that may be addressed in later work (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Structural constants and game action
DETERMINANT STRUCTURAL CONSTANTS IN TENNIS

The participants

Tennis is a socio-motor sport, since it is developed through motor interactions between players. On the contrary, in psychomotor sports the participant does not interact with anyone during their practice (for example, swimming). Within the interactions between players, collaborative and oppositional interactions can be distinguished.

Tennis as an opposition sport

In the individual competition it occurs an opposition relationship between the actions and interests of the players. The successes of a player are opposed to the errors of the adversary. When a player wins, the opponent loses. When one player attacks, the opponent defends or counterattacks.

Tennis as a collaborative sport

In the doubles game, two players (partners) collaborate with each other to set up the opposition against the pair of opponents. This collaborative relationship is indirect and is produced from tactics, positions and strategies without the possibility or need for direct interaction.

In certain teaching-learning situations, it is convenient and common to use proposals for collaborative work between players in the form of patterns of play, exchanges and rallies.

Tennis as an alternative interaction sport

Tennis can be categorised within sports where the interaction occurs in an alternative way, in this case through the ball. One's hitting precedes the opponent's hit alternatively.

The space of the game

Tennis as a game with stable spaces and subspaces

Tennis takes place in a limited space. According to the Parlebas classification, the space in sports can be stable and standardised or unstable and a carrier of uncertainty. In the case of tennis, it is obvious that the space is stable and delimited, and the uncertainty can only appear due to weather aspects (wind) or be specific to the surface (irregular boats).

Another of the singularities of the space in the sport of tennis is its organization in subspaces, and its antithetical disposition (Crespo, 1999).

Tennis and the adaptation of the space

The space in tennis can be modified to favour the experience and the learning stages of development. Some studies such as Larsson and Guggenheimer (2013), Farrow and Reid (2020) or Buszard, Reid and Farrow (2017) provide evidence of how the proposed adaptation of spaces and materials of the ITF Play and Stay campaign (2007) has been favourable for tennis learning.

In tennis teaching and coaching, it is also common and recommended that coaches use different modifications of the sub-spaces to favour desired technical-tactical behaviours.

Tennis as a long-distance confrontation duel

Tennis would be part of long-distance duel sports, where the player’s target is a certain space on the opponent’s playing field. In other duel sports, the target would be in the body of the adversary as it happens in duel sports of zero (judo), reduced (boxing) or half (fencing) distance.

The time

We will adapt the time proposal by Menaut (1982) taking into consideration two differentiated time variables: internal synchrony and external diachrony.

The external synchrony of tennis

Tennis is a sport without time limit, the time is dependent on the score. The different scoring systems can modulate the match length. The playing surface is also an influencing factor on the total time of a match, on clay the length is greater than on a fast court and on grass are found the records of shorter duration (Fernández-García et al., 2012)

Equality between the players will be another component of temporal modulation, so that an even match where the points are distributed between both players in a very similar way will last longer than a match with greater inequality.

The internal diachrony

It refers to the sequential aspect of the game’s own actions, at this point, we propose a two-dimensional differentiation:

- Playing time

It is the real time during which the game actions take place, that is, while the players are perceiving, deciding and executing and / or moving, hitting the ball and playing a point. This brings us to another of the structural singularities of tennis, the low percentage of playing time in relation to the total time of a match. According to a review of the characteristics of the temporal structure in tennis, Torres-Luque et al. (2014) established “the actual playing time is between 20% and 26% of the total game time”.

- Game rhythm

The rhythm of the game refers to the time that elapses between shots, so that the less time between shots, the more rhythm of the game and more speed of the ball. It is an indicator related to the level of play of the players and the tactical dimension.

Extracorporeal objects

The game action in tennis is carried out using two external, specific and singular materials: the racket (implement) and the ball (mobile). The characteristics of these objects are determined by the regulations.

Tennis as an implement and mobile sport

The mobile used in tennis is the ball. Through the ball, the strategic interaction and motor communication of the game takes place. The tactical behaviour of the player is expressed through the ball, in the form of directions, speeds, depths, heights, and spins.

The implement in tennis is the racket, it is used as an extension of the body itself to execute the main motor action of tennis, hitting. It interacts directly with the mobile, and leads to the technical motor expressions of tennis.
Tennis as an asymmetric sport

The characteristics of the implement and the mobile in tennis configure another of its most important singularities, asymmetry. The fact of playing with a single implement and a single ball means that the players have to execute the majority of strokes with one arm and on one of the two sides of the body.

The preference of each player to use one or the other hand in the execution shows their manual laterality. In this area, Loffing (2012) has studied whether there is a certain advantage to develop in the sport of tennis being left-handed. His research shows that there is an increased presence of left-handers in the elite regarding the proportion in the normal population. To explain this significant difference, he proposes two theories that are still under discussion: the negative frequency of left-handers, that is, playing against a left-hander is less common and this entails greater tactical difficulty; and on the other hand, the biological theory, which indicates that there could be certain innate conditions such as faster reaction speeds in the specialisation of the right hemisphere, which controls contra-laterally the motor skills of the left arm.

CONCLUSIONS

The theoretical approach to the various elements reviewed in this article helps to understand the uniqueness of the game of tennis and its phenomena. The framework or map of the internal logic of the game of tennis presented can be useful to awaken the reflection of coaches and trainers, as an organizational proposal of contents in coach education courses or can be helpful as a basis for a further in-depth theoretical work.
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